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The Unknown Champion
From Fantasy Football to the Touchline
By Rui Marques

Key features
• A unique, real-life story on the timeless theme of following
our dreams to make them come true
• How to create your own path and achieve success in the
area where you’re passionate and knowledgeable
• An emotive, personal story with the potential to spark
interest from film and documentary makers
• Written by Rui Marques, internationally respected football
talent scout. Well known within the football world, Rui has
appeared in many stories across the world
• Colour photo section including pictures from Rui’s own
personal collection
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
The inspirational story of respected football talent scout, Rui Marques. Instead of continuing on the rather dull career path of an
economist, Rui transformed his destiny by winning major Fantasy Football competitions in two different countries, and carving his
own unique path into the real world of football. From early childhood Rui developed a great passion for football, yet only years later
came to recognise his gift of being able to spot raw sporting talent. After completing an economics degree, Rui entered a Daily Mirror
Fantasy Football competition – and won the first prize of £75,000.This was followed with another Fantasy first place in Germany,
scooping Bild’s €100,000 prize. As a result he earned his first scouting job at a Portuguese club, but after only two seasons became
European scout at Sporting Kansas City, helping his team to win trophies before taking on a challenging new role as European scout
with Polish champions Legia Warsaw. The Unknown Champion is the ultimate proof that if we follow our dreams, they can come true.
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